Evidence that Mars helps to trigger M ≥ 7.8 earthquakes
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There is a slowly growing body of established and tentative evidence.
[1]
Evidential point #1 (established)
Mars appears to stimulate occurrences of M ≥ 7.75 earthquakes, globally.
Dr. Ivan N. Tikhonov, Head of Laboratory, Institute of Marine Geology and Geophysics, Far Eastern Branch of
Russian Academy of Sciences, intentionally investigated how closely M ≥ 7.75 earthquake occurrences correlated
to the synodic periods of Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter. The most significant statistical match was to the
synodic period of Mars (779.94 Earth days). His work was originally published in a Russian journal and ultimately in
an international journal in English (Tikhonov, 2008), and initialized support for Martian assisted triggering of M ≥
7.8 earthquakes, worldwide. http://link.springer.com/article/10.1134%2FS0742046310030061
[2]
Evidential point #2 (tentative)
Mars appears to perturb Earth’s polar drift with time-derivative components of jerk and jounce, which
apparently pass through the governing dynamics to ellipsoidal demand. Extrema of jerk and jounce components
of ellipsoidal demand have previously been qualitatively correlated to occurrences of M ≥ 7.0 quakes in
California.
The Institute for Celestial Geodynamics (IfCG) unintentionally discovered an apparent Martian influence in their
data of the jounce of ellipsoidal demand for the Los Angeles region. Jerk is the first time-derivative of acceleration
of motion and jounce is the second time-derivative. Ellipsoidal demand is the calculated amount of georadial
adjustment of the crust (vertically) that is physically required at a particular global location to maintain Earth’s
ellipsoidal figure, during movement of the rotational axis with respect to Earth’s net surface (i.e. polar drift).
Hence, jounce of ellipsoidal demand is the second time-derivative of the acceleration of vertical motion of Earth’s
crust that occurs continuously at any global location, and, as shown below, appears to exhibit cyclical
perturbations corresponding to Martian synodic periods. A procedure for calculating ellipsoidal demand is
described in section [5] of the IfCG article, Apparent Triggering of Large Earthquakes in Los Angeles and San
Francisco Regions Related to Time Derivatives of Ellipsoidal Demand, Kinematically Derived: Qualitative
Interpretations for 1890–2014.1 (Zbikowski, 2014–2015). http://www.celestialgeodynamics.org/content/losangeles-san-francisco
[3]
Jounce of ellipsoidal demand for the Los Angeles region is shown below in Fig. 1, which is taken from section [23]
of (Zbikowski, 2014–2015). In this referenced article, extrema of jounce of ellipsoidal demand are closely
associated in time with M ≥ 7.0 quakes in the Los Angeles region (Fig. 1) and an M 7.8 quake in the San Francisco
region, which is not shown here, but can be found in Appendix C of (Zbikowski, 2014-2015).

[4]
FIGURE 1
Description adapted from (Zbikowski, 2014–2015):
Fig. 1 shows calculated jounce (solid trace) that is intrinsic within the jerk of ellipsoidal demand for the LA region
since 1890. The projected jounce (dashed trace) was derived from the projected jerk. Jounce was calculated by
dividing incremental changes in the array of smoothed jerk (LOESS, span 0.02) by sequentially matched time
intervals. The smoothing reduces erratic behavior and yet yields reasonable resolution of detail in the jounce
trace. In evidence, turning points of this trace are quite abrupt (needle-like). Quakes of M ≥ 5.5 during 1890–

2014.17 were selected from an area within ± 2.5° latitude and ± 2.5° longitude of the city’s center. The record
of quakes is plotted on the jounce trace with categorically sized markers. Quake markers are positioned along
the trace by time of occurrence. No other shared attribute is implied by marker superposition. The notation of
hidden markers (e.g. (2 ea.)) follows the same treatment as in the related graph of speed and acceleration of
ellipsoidal demand for LA, which is shown as Fig. 1 in (Zbikowski, 2014-2015). For the years 1958.853–1995.114
(36.26 years), a time-series trace representing Earth-Mars close encounters is positioned below the jounce
trace. Each data point in the series is valued as the inverse-squared of the nearest distance at the time of that
event. The Y2 axis indicates the value and units of these data.
Interpretation
[5]
In Fig. 1, for the time period of 1958.1–1994.5, two waveform components of jounce of ellipsoidal demand for
the Los Angeles region appear indicated. First, a sawtooth waveform component of about 778 days matches
Mars’ synodic period (779.94 days) and, second, a 15.78-year undulation imitates (mirrors) cyclical variation in
-2
(nearest distances) between sequential synodic periods. Further, both waveform components appear
synchronized in time with the relative variation in Earth-Mars separation distances that results from the
eccentricity, timing, size, and ellipticity of both planetary orbits.
[6]
Ellipsoidal demand is calculated using polar-drift speed and direction, which are factored with geometric variables
that depend only on global location. Hence, the jounce of polar drift should also show correlation to both
waveform components, only more clearly. Jounce within speed of polar drift is shown below in Fig. 2, taken from
section [4] of Appendix B of (Zbikowski, 2014–2015). http://www.celestialgeodynamics.org/content/los-angelessan-francisco

[7]
FIGURE 2
Description adapted from (Zbikowski, 2014–2015):
Fig. 2 shows calculated jounce of polar drift for the 1890–2011.05 portion of a polar-drift dataset supplied on 21
(1)
March 2011 by Dr. Daniel Gambis (Gambis, 2011), Director of EOP PC at the Observatoire de Paris and Board
(2)
Member of the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS). The dataset is comprised
of sequential mean poles of the north rotational pole for 1846–2011.05 and consists of three consecutive and
independently determined records of observations. Each record segment involves different resolution and
accuracy levels, because acquisition methods and instrumentation improved significantly during those 165
years. Once the dataset was compiled, Dr. Gambis filtered pole components to remove both the Chandler and
annual wobble terms. The most accurate segment, 1900–2011.05, contains mean poles every 0.05 year (18.26
days). When examined under scrutiny of the fine numerical resolution provided by sequential calculation of
time derivatives, this segment appears to yield the most consistent results. Hence, we consider the jounce trace
to be most accurate during 1900–2011.05. After 2011.05, projected jounce is calculated from smoothed jerk,
which is calculated from projected acceleration, as detailed in the legend.
For the period 1958.85–2010.07 (51.22 years), a time-series trace representing Earth-Mars’ close encounters is
positioned below the jounce trace. Each data point in the series is valued as the inverse-squared of the nearest
distance at the time of that encounter. The Y2 axis indicates the value and units of these data.
Interpretation
[8]
Fig. 2 clearly shows that the trace for jounce within speed of polar drift contains the Martian synodic periodicity
-2
and imitates (mirrored response) and is synchronized with the Earth-Mars (nearest distance) time series. The
resonant-like buildup of cyclical amplitude of jounce from 1900 to ~1957 is intriguing and requires further study.
Such behavior may result from the interplay of astronomical-gravitational forcing and mass asymmetry of Earth.

Notes:
1. https://www.obspm.fr/?lang=en accessed 05 April 2017.
2. http://www.iers.org/IERS/EN/Home/home_node.html accessed 05 April 2017.
[9]
Evidential point #3 (tentative)
Jerk and jounce extrema of Earth’s polar drift have previously been qualitatively correlated to great (M ≥ 8.0)
quakes, worldwide.
In Fig. 3 of section [9] of the article, Global View of Great Earthquakes and Large Volcanic Eruptions Matched to
Polar Drift and its Time Derivatives (Zbikowski, 2012-1014), speed and acceleration of polar drift are plotted with
great quakes and large volcanic eruptions. This figure is repeated below.
http://www.celestialgeodynamics.org/content/global-view

[10]
FIGURE 3
Description, Interpretation, and Table 1 (sections [10–13]) taken from (Zbikowski, 2017):
Figure 3 shows speed and acceleration of drift of Earth's north rotational pole with respect to the net surface for
the period 1890–2011 and projected to 2022. The ‘TOM’ descriptor means ‘Tip-Over Mode’ of the movement
of Earth’s net surface with respect to the rotational axis—not the tilt-over mode of axial motion with respect to
the celestial frame that results in precession and nutation. Speed of polar drift (lower, red trace) is calculated
incrementally using mean-pole data that has been filtered to remove the Chandler and annual wobble terms
(Gambis, 2011). Drift acceleration is calculated as the first time-derivative of drift speed and then LOESS-span
0.007 smoothed (upper, blue trace) as indicated in the legend. Markers on the blue acceleration trace indicate
the timing and categorical size of great quakes and large volcanic eruptions, as sourced in (Zbikowski, 2012–
2014). Event markers are placed along the blue trace by time of occurrence. No other shared attribute is
implied by their superposition. The LOESS-span 0.08 smoothed acceleration (upper, black trace) provides a
more uniform trace of drift acceleration.
Interpretation
[11]
The trace of polar-drift speed shows a repetitive pattern, with prominent maximums spaced about 59 years
apart (e.g. 1901, 1960, 2021 projected). The 59-year intervals appear to separate a pulsating beat in speed
amplitude that may be caused by an interference pattern that is produced by multiple forcing functions driving
the dynamics. With drift speed averaging about 15 cm/yr since 1890, drift-speed peaks are substantially faster.
The 1901 peak was 23 cm/yr and 23/15 = 1.5. The 1960 peak was 24.5 cm/yr and 24.5/15 = 1.6. Current drift
speed (2017) is about 46 cm/yr and 46/15 = 3.1. The projected peak at 2021 should reach 52 cm/yr with 52/15
= 3.5. Thus, the projected drift-speed peak is 52/24.5 = 2.1x the 1960 peak value.
[12]
When the speed trace peaks or the acceleration trace reaches a turning point, great quakes and large eruptions
frequently occur. For example, in 1901 drift speed peaked and in 1902.81, a VEI 6 (Volcanic Explosivity Index)
eruption occurred in Guatemala. Although four M ≥ 8.4 quakes are globally indicated from 1900.83–1902.73 by
some sources, magnitudes of these events are herein suspect because of the questionable accuracy of the very
few and rather rudimentary seismometers operating, worldwide, at this time. Therefore, these quakes may,
reservedly, only be considered subordinate evidence. About four years after the peak in drift speed, drift
acceleration reached an upward turning point when a temporal cluster of six great quakes occurred that
included: in 1905.52, a M8.3 (Mongolia); in 1905.56, a M8.3 (Mongolia); in 1906.08, a M8.8 (Ecuador); in
1906.62, a M8.3 (Aleutian Islands); in 1906.62, a M8.2 (Chile), and in 1906.70, a M8.0 (Chile). Additionally, in
1906.29, the infamous M7.8 San Francisco quake struck (almost a great quake). Similarly, in 1960, drift speed
peaked and three great quakes occurred: in 1960.22, a M8.0 (Japan); in 1960.39, a M8.1 (Chile); and a day later,

the greatest earthquake ever instrumentally recorded—the M9.5 Chilean megaquake. Again, about four years
after the peak in drift speed, drift acceleration took an upward turn and another temporal cluster of five great
quakes occurred: In 1963.78, a M8.5 (Kuril Islands); in 1963.84, a M8.1 (Banda Sea); in 1964.24, the M9.2
Alaskan megaquake; in 1965.07, a M8.2 (Indonesia); and in 1965.09, a M8.7 (Rat Islands) struck. These data are
summarized in Table 1.
1901
Drift-Speed Peak
= 23 cm/yr
1900.83 – M8.4*
1901.61 – M8.4*
1902.64 – M8.6*
1902.73 – M8.4*
1902.81 – VEI 6

*Magnitude suspect

1905 (1901 + ~4)
Drift Acceleration
Next Turning ↑ Pt.
1905.52 – M8.3
1905.56 – M8.3
1906.08 – M8.8
†
1906.29 – M7.8
1906.62 – M8.3
1906.62 – M8.2
1906.70 – M8.0
†
San Francisco

1960 (1901 + 59)
Drift-Speed Peak
= 24.5 cm/yr
1960.22 – M8.0
1960.39 – M8.1
1960.39 – M9.5

1964 (1960 + ~4)
Drift Acceleration
Next Turning ↑ Pt.
1963.78 – M8.5
1963.84 – M8.1
1964.24 – M9.2
1965.07 – M8.2
1965.09 – M8.7

‡

2021 ± 2.5 yr
Drift-Speed Peak
Est. = 52 cm/yr
‡
Drift-speed peak
estimated using
median of an ARIMA
model. If beat
frequency is valid,
~18-month triggering
period will center on
2019.

[13]
TABLE 1
Table 1 summarizes data in the preceding paragraph and mentions two competing forecasting methods. The
median of the ARIMA model projects a drift-speed peak at 2021 ± 2.5 yr (2018.5–2023.5), while the assumption
of an astronomically driven, very regular beat cycle of 59 years projects a drift-speed peak at (1960 + 59) = 2019.
Hence, when assuming a four-year lag between a speed peak and subsequent upturn in drift acceleration, the
ARIMA model yields the acceleration upturn at (2021 ± 2.5 + ~4) ≈ 2025 ± 2.5 yr, while the regular beat cycle
yields the upturn at (2019 + ~4) ≈ 2023. For historical context, in the period 1890–2011.56 (121.56 years) 148
great quakes occurred or 148/121.56 = 1.2 great quakes per year.
[14]
From the apparent veracity of evidential points #2 and #3, a question reasonably arises: “If Mars perturbs Earth’s
polar drift and implicit jerk and jounce components pass through the governing dynamics to ellipsoidal demand, do
the resulting crustal perturbations in the mechanical domains of jerk and jounce of ellipsoidal demand provide
sufficient impetus to help trigger great quakes (locally)?” This intriguing question will remain unanswered with the
following points of evidence and could make an important focus for future investigation.
A straightforward approach to investigate for a physical effect of Martian gravity on the triggering of great quakes,
worldwide, is: (1) match quake occurrences to phase intervals of the Martian synodic period, and (2) determine
relative gravitational jerk and jounce values for each interval category, and finally, (3) for particular synodic
periods, compare relative, approximated gravitational-torque jerk and jounce values to quake occurrences.
Evidential point #4 will address part (1).
[15]
Evidential point #4 (tentative)
A remarkable temporal pattern of occurrences of great (M ≥ 8.0) quakes, worldwide, exists with respect to the
Martian synodic period.
The sorting of 124 great quakes, worldwide, from 1958.85–2010.07 (51.22 years) into 0.10 intervals of Earth-Mars’
synodic periods (based on nearest distances—not oppositions, because the governing dynamics are presumed to
be driven, in factorial part, by time-derivative aspects of gravitational force, which depend on intervening
distances—not alignments) is shown below in Fig. 4, which is taken from section [9] of Appendix B of (Zbikowski,
2014–2015). http://www.celestialgeodynamics.org/content/los-angeles-san-francisco

[16]
FIGURE 4
Description and Interpretation adapted from sections [9–10] of Appendix B of (Zbikowski, 2014–2015):
Fig. 4 shows the sorting of 124 great quakes, worldwide, from 1958.85–2010.07 into 0.10 intervals of EarthMars’ synodic periods (based on nearest distances). This 51.22-year span matches the time of cyclical
gravitational perturbations by Mars on the jounce of polar drift, as shown in Fig. 2, above. Because each one of
the Earth-Mars’ synodic periods varies slightly in length of time, interval limits have been normalized to reflect

the exact fractional portion of the particular synodic period that each quake occurred in. The time of nearest
distance of each synodic period is centered on the X axis.
Interpretation
Although a larger number of great quakes would make a stronger statistical argument, Fig. 4 shows a clear
pattern of occurrence with remarkable symmetry that reflects about the time zero of nearest distance of EarthMars’ encounters. Rationale for the overall symmetry and lower counts in intervals -1 and 1 are speculated, as
follows: The tapering down, symmetrically away from the center, of distribution counts in the outer intervals,
hints that a forcing function of triggering impetus may share a similar profile. The average rate of great quakes
within this period is 124/51.22 = 2.42 quakes/year and the nominal synodic period is 2.135 years. Thus, the
average number of quakes within a synodic period is 2.42 x 2.135 = 5.17, or about 1 quake every two intervals.
With such a low rate of quake occurrence and the likely rather regular increase of strain supplied by platetectonic motions, a substantial triggering impetus just before the two intervals of nearest distance could
produce a quake shadow within these two intervals.
[17]
The distribution of this histogram appears complexly symmetrical about time zero of nearest separation
distance and exhibits smoothly continuous response from the (presumed) triggering process(es). That is,
without knowing the precise triggering mechanism(s) involved, a smoothly continuous distribution of quake
occurrences is apparent, with little deviation of category counts from an imaginary, gradual curvilinear trace
across the synodic-phase categories. Both the complex symmetry and smoothly continuous response in
accordance with the symmetry support a probability of nonrandom orderliness.
[18]
The resolution of Fig. 4 intervals is somewhat crude (78 Earth days—40 days might reveal more informing detail)
and the number of quakes could be doubled (possibly by doubling the sample time to 102+ years of similar
behavior) for better statistical confidence, but the trend of the interval counts seems to imply that the
maximum Martian triggering impetus increases the likelihood of a great quake by about 1.6x over the average
of the synodic periods.
[19]
Evidential point #5 (tentative)
The remarkable temporal pattern of occurrences of great (M ≥ 8.0) quakes, worldwide, appears to track with a
(presumably) formulated product of relative gravitational jerk and jounce values for the interval categories of
the Martian synodic period.
Evidential point #5 supports evidential point #4 by matching the symmetrical pattern of quake counts in Fig. 4 to
physical rationale linked to quake triggering, as outlined above in section [14]: (2) determine relative gravitational
jerk and jounce values for each interval category.
[20]
The Earth-Mars gravitational jerk and jounce distance factors for three encounters are shown below in Fig. 5, taken
from section [11] of Appendix B of (Zbikowski, 2014–2015). http://www.celestialgeodynamics.org/content/losangeles-san-francisco

[21]
FIGURE 5
Description adapted from (Zbikowski, 2014–2015):
Fig. 5 is a composite graph of gravitational jerk and jounce distance factors that are produced by Earth-Mars’
gravitational interaction during three encounter cycles. The histogram of Fig. 4 includes great quakes from
twenty-four Earth-Mars’ synodic periods, which include encounters that range in nearest distance from 55.76–
6
101.32 x 10 km. Therefore, to model dynamics with scenarios that exemplify the range of these distances, two
recently past and one imminent encounter were selected that include nearest distances that well-span this
range. On this graph, for simplicity, the X axis represents time in terms of fractions of the nominal synodic
period of 779.94 Earth days. Hence, vertical gridlines, in fractional multiples of 0.10 nominal periods, bound 78day periods that are essentially equivalent to the intervals in the histogram of Fig. 4. The X-axis zero is the time

of nearest encounters. Earth-Mars separation distances were generated for every third day within the synodic
periods examined (Starry Night, 2015). Traces indicate first or second time-derivatives of the inverse-squared of
the separation distances. Hence, trace values provide proportionate measures of gravitational jerk and jounce
potentials throughout the synodic periods. Supporting the veracity of this representation, the size of the
amplitude envelop of each profile of gravitational potentials is consistent with the (projected) phase of the
-2
15.78-year undulation in the Earth-Mars (nearest distance) time series (Fig. 2).
Interpretation
[22]
Gravitational potential during Earth-Mars’ encounters is the principal factor in calculating gravitational torque
between Earth and Mars. This proposition is supported in Fig. 2 by the mirrored imitation of the time series of
inverse-squared nearest distances by the jounce of polar drift. The traces of gravitational jerk and jounce distance
factors shown in Fig. 5 are intended for qualitative comparison only, within and among Earth-Mars’ synodic
periods, because they do not reflect relevant constants (e.g. gravitational constant, planetary masses). Regardless,
the traces clearly show times of significant gravitational jerk and jounce within the (normalized) Earth-Mars’
synodic period and these time-derivative potentials, in some mathematical combination, seem capable of
emulating the magnitudes of (presumed) quake triggering components, which are implied by the quake counts for
intervals of the Fig. 4 histogram. These relative, gravitational jerk and jounce distance factors will be factored
below with an orientation time series to yield two time series of relative, gravitational-torque, jerk and jounce.
[23]
Evidential point #6 (tentative)
The remarkable temporal pattern of occurrences of great (M ≥ 8.0) quakes, worldwide, appears to track with a
(presumably) formulated product of relative gravitational-torque jerk and jounce values for the interval
categories of the Martian synodic period.
The following presents a qualitative comparison of gravitational-torque jerk and jounce values within recent
Martian synodic periods to great quakes that occurred during the encounters, as outlined above in section [14]:
(3) for particular synodic periods, compare relative, approximated gravitational-torque jerk and jounce values to
quake occurrences. If similar seismic data from scores of synodic periods were compiled, an algorithm might be
developed using a state-space representation or related mathematical formalism(s) that could project probabilities
of seismic energy for values of jerk and jounce, based on a complex formulation of these two related aspects of
motion.
[24]
The first example will compare relative, approximated Earth-Mars gravitational-torque, jerk and jounce factors for
the 2012.177 encounter shown below in Fig. 6, taken from section [15] of Appendix B of (Zbikowski, 2014–2015).
http://www.celestialgeodynamics.org/content/los-angeles-san-francisco

[25]
FIGURE 6
Description and sections [25-26] adapted from (Zbikowski, 2014–2015):
Fig. 6 illustrates the timing of great quakes, worldwide, within portions of Earth-Mars’ synodic periods that are
adjacent to the 2012.177 encounter. The graph shows relative, gravitational jerk and jounce distance factors
(dashed lines) that are taken from Fig. 5. The distance factors series are factored by a time series of orientation
factors (explained below) to yield a time series of relative, approximate torque jerk and torque jounce variables
factors (solid lines).
The calculation of gravitational torque between Earth and Mars requires, in addition to a time series of inversesquared separation distances (and its related constants: e.g. gravitational constant, planetary masses), a time
series of orientation factors and the aspherical mass distributions of Earth and Mars. Because our result will be
used solely for relative comparison within and among Earth-Mars’ synodic periods, only time-variable
parameters will be utilized. Thus, similar to omitting the gravitational constant and planetary masses, the

aspherical mass distributions will not be included here, because they remain constant for the durations
considered. A time series of approximate orientation factors utilizes varying declinations of Mars with respect
to Earth. The declination of Mars was generated for every third day within the synodic periods examined (Starry
Night, 2015). The approximation used:
Orientation Factor = Sin(declinationMars) x Cos(declinationMars)
The magnitude of the orientation factor varies (-0.369–0.369 for the 2012.2 encounter) over the profiles of
gravitational jerk and jounce distance factors, and shifts in phase in a complex manner from one synodic period
to the next. After multiplying the gravitational jerk and jounce distance factor time-series by the orientation
factor time-series, the resulting time series of relative, approximate gravitational-torque jerk and jounce
variables factors between Earth and Mars for the 2012.2 encounter is plotted (solid lines) to allow correlation to
occurrences of great quakes.
Interpretation
[26]
Two great quakes of April 11, 2012 occurred about 36 days after the nearest distance of the encounter and 4
days after the maximum in absolute value of gravitational-torque jerk for the entire time plotted (1.66 years).
For great quakes to occur after a maximum in an aspect of torque rationally seems consistent with a material
response of Earth lagging the net gravitational force. Further, the histogram of Fig. 4 reveals low counts in
intervals adjacent the time of nearest encounter, which suggests a substantial accumulation of triggering
impetus before the encounter, producing a quake shadow near the encounter. Because approximated torque
jerk reaches zero at the encounter, triggering impetus produced by a presumably formulated product of torque
jerk and torque jounce may be substantially diminished at that time. A great quake on February 6, 2013
occurred during minimal Martian torque, implying minimal Earth response and, therefore, its triggering was
certainly unaided by Mars.
[27]
A second example will compare relative, approximate Earth-Mars gravitational-torque, jerk and jounce factors for
the 2016.413 encounter shown in Fig. 7. In this example, quakes of M ≥ 7.8 were included to increase the sample
0.2
size from only one great quake displayed, while allowing quakes of not less than 1/(31.6 ) = 0.501x the energy of
a great quake.

[28]
FIGURE 7
Description:
Fig. 7 illustrates the timing of M ≥ 7.8 quakes, worldwide, within portions of Earth-Mars’ synodic periods that
are adjacent to the 2016.413 encounter. Traces are generated analogously to those of Fig. 6.
Interpretation
[29]
The M7.8 quake of April 16, 2012 occurred about 45 days before the nearest distance of the encounter and 7
days after the maximum in absolute value of gravitational-torque jounce for the entire time plotted, less the
two months adjacent the encounter (1.35 years, beginning-to-end). Again, for the M7.8 quake to occur after a
maximum in an aspect of torque, rationally seems consistent with a material response of Earth lagging the net
gravitational force. As discussed under Fig. 6, the histogram of Fig. 4 reveals low counts in intervals adjacent the
time of nearest encounter, which suggests a substantial accumulation of triggering impetus before the
encounter, producing a quake shadow near the encounter. Because torque jerk reaches zero at the encounter,
triggering impetus produced by a presumably formulated product of torque jerk and torque jounce may be
substantially diminished at that time.
[30]
Figure 8 presents relative, approximate Earth-Mars gravitational-torque, jerk and jounce factors for the 2018.579
encounter. The 31 July 2018 encounter will be the nearest encounter of the three graphed, herein. Hence,

relative, approximate values of torque jerk and jounce factors are substantially greater than during the other
encounters.

[31]
FIGURE 8
Description:
Fig. 8 illustrates two suspect periods for the triggering of M ≥ 7.8 quakes, worldwide, within portions of EarthMars’ synodic periods that are adjacent to the 2018.579 encounter. Traces are generated analogously to those of
Figs. 6 and 7.
Interpretation
[32]
To interpret with statistical validity the quake-triggering impetus of varying combinations of torque jerk and torque
jounce would require an analysis of quake records and torque aspects for scores of prior Earth-Mars encounters.
Although general adherence to the distribution profile of the histogram of Fig. 4 is likely, thorough analysis may
reveal nuances of triggering efficacy to particular combinations of torque jerk and torque jounce. Hence, the
triggering impetus supplied by a presumably formulated product of torque jerk and torque jounce may constitute a
discontinuous function or, even more complexly, be dependent upon recent histories of extreme impetus values.
This complexity seems reasonable to anticipate, because many terrestrial factors (e.g. tectonic stress/strain
accumulations, stress/strain coupling patterns between faults, fault lubrication characteristics) affect available
energies of quakes that may be triggered astronomically, and some of these factors may vary substantially over
decades.
[33]
The suspect periods labeled in Fig. 8 are based solely on a presumed commonality of triggering efficacy with
respect to extremes of potentially formulated products of torque jerk and torque jounce from the two prior
encounters graphed in Figs. 6 and 7. Hence, these time periods will be interesting to watch, but great quakes are
expected (statistically) to be generally consistent with the distribution profile of the histogram of Fig. 4. As
mentioned above, many more encounters must be thoroughly analyzed to lend any weight to a suspicion of the
importance to quake triggering of extremes in potentially formulated products of torque aspects.
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS
[34]
This report presents six points of evidence that together support the hypothesis that the planet Mars actively
assists triggering of some M ≥ 7.8 earthquakes, worldwide. The proposed causal chain of mechanisms originates
with the irregularly varying separation distance and varying relative orientation of Earth-Mars, which are due to
the eccentricity, timing, and orbital elements of both planetary paths. Such varying separation and relative
orientation produces varying time-derivative aspects of jerk and jounce of gravitational torque between Earth and
Mars. These variations of time-derivative aspects of gravitational torque are inferred from cyclical matchings to
transfer through the governing dynamics to time-derivative perturbations in polar drift and, finally, into timederivative aspects of ellipsoidal demand. Ellipsoidal demand is the calculated amount of georadial adjustment of
the crust (vertically) that is physically required at a particular global location to maintain Earth’s ellipsoidal figure,
during movement of the rotational axis with respect to Earth’s net surface (i.e. polar drift). Extrema in timederivative aspects of polar drift have been shown, herein, to qualitatively correlate to M ≥ 7.8 quakes, worldwide.
Extrema in time-derivative aspects of ellipsoidal demand in the Los Angeles and San Francisco regions have been
shown, herein and previously, to qualitatively correlate to M ≥ 7.0 quakes. Therefore, we propose that extremes of
time-derivative aspects of ellipsoidal demand, driven by Earth-Mars gravitational interaction, supply impetuses that
in some formulation may assist triggering of M ≥ 7.8 quakes.
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